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The present number of "overseas. Americans" -- that is,

those who are abroad for inore than six months, for whatever

reasons -- is about- ti million. The, average length of stay

appears to be about a year. So every year about a million

Americans go abroad -- some for the first time, some for the

first stay of .any duration, and some for the first time to that

particular foreign area,.

These Americans go overseas in a number of different roles:

as members of the armed forces 6r employees of the federal govern-

'ment; as representatives of business, religious institutions,

foundations,- universities; eve .as expatriates. By far the

4 largest group at present is the military, including dependents;

probably three quarters of all Americans -abroad, Or about 1 -

i;llion, are so classified. And presumably the lbulk of the

Mnilitdry going abroad each year, between 500,000 and 750,000

pepple, are "firste-timers." 1

How many of these people are given some sort of training

toprepare.them for "cross-cultural interaction ' I do not know.

However, the military has been an active innovator in this sort of

training and has supported a very respectable body of research

investigating alternative approaches to preparing Americails for

.such traumatic experiences as role shock, culture shock, and

transcultural conflict.
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I- Mypurpose is to point out what seeh to me to be critical

j omissions in botli the military training programs for cross-

cultural interaction and the research supporting such training.

To put these criticisms in their proper perspective, it is

almost necessary first to survey what has been done and: is being

I done in both training and research.2

Military Traininq Proarams for-Overseas Service

There are two general categories of training programs:

(1) those which basically aim to provide information about a

foreign area (the "area studies" approach); and (2) those which

basically aim to provide knowledge about and experience in inter- V' Il
acting with foreigners. The majority ofprograms are area

studies okiented.

Area studies approach. Although innovations have been

suggested from time to time,, the area studies approach is tra-

ditional 'n concept &nd operation. Like, many collegescourses

-of instruction, the basic prodess here is that of transferring

information 'to the student, either from a lecturer or from

printed or audiovisual materials. The information content is

factual: stress in, put upon social-political histoty, geography,

economic development, cultural institutions,,.etc. The goals of

such programs tend to be improved cross-cultural behavior as
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result of a better understanding of one's counterparts. The

0 assumption is that somehow knowledge will increase empathy,

and empathy will modify behavior in such a way as to improve

intercultural relationships. There is very little evidence

to support this assumption, but on the other hand there is

Very little to negate it. In fact, I may as well make the

point here which - wiil later stress.: there, is very little

evaluative information about any cross-cuitural training pro-

grams.

Area information is provided in two ways: (1) the most"

common is the provision of printed materials -- handbooks,

manuals, pamphlets; (2) "classroom" presentations -- which vary

fr6m briefings to oriefitations to what amount to courses of

study, involving reading, lesson preparation, and participation.

(1) Printed materials. A wide variety of handbooks and

guides is presently distributed throughout the mil.itary. The

Department'of Defense issues "pocket guides" to various coun-

tries. The following tabl& of contents, from' A POCKET GUIDE TO

KOREA, 3is probably pretty typical: Land of Morning Calm, A

Divided Country,. A Rugged Cobntry, 'The Korean People, Religion --

Diverse aiid Free, F6ur Thousand Years of History,. An Ancient

Culture, Korea's Government, Economy .anicl Resources, Getting

Around' in Korea, Recreation and Fq'lidays, Places to- See, You

Have Two Jobs. Appendices include: Spelling of Place Names,

Korean Monetary System, Suggested Reading, and Language Guide.

Somewhat more ambitious are the country .Handbooks produced under
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Army contract by American University's Center for Research in

Social Systems. For example, the HANDBOOK FOR. TAILAND has

four sections: Social, Political, Econcmic, 'and National

Security. There are 27 chapters in all, covering just about

every facet of Thai geography, life, and institutions. In

addition, there are 'many kinds of highly abridged publications,

about 'the size of -a package of cigarettes, designed to provide

useful reading for those hiatuses which characterize military

life.

(2) Classroom presentations. There are probably dozens

of area training, programs in the military. For exampie, the

Navy often provides carrier personnel a pre-docking orientation,

carried by closed circuit television, in which a lecturer de-

scribes the people and their customs plus d6's and don:'t's of

shore leave behavior. Sailors are advised about such things

as: what souvenirs to buy,, what bars to stay out of, what the

local confidence games are, what to see, etc. At the other

end of the scale (and possibly no better, but ith a different

audience and for vastly different purposes), is the program

presentd by the Military Ass.Js'E;&nce Institute, which provides

training for future:Military Assistance Advisory Group officers

The largest s, ong1 1bloc of hours scheduled for MAAG students is

labeled "Country Study"; the 48 hours devoted,,,to this subject i
include political, economic, sociological, 4iplomatic and j
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-military subjects, plus information on the relationships

C between U. S. military programs and other assistance programs

in the host country. 'The "Advisory"aspect of the program

(20 hours) deals with problems -of conmrunicating with counter-

part personnel, techniques of advising, the advisor's role, etc.

The other parts of the program tend to be specifically job-

-related.

King has summarized the various criticisms of the area

studies approach:

The programs stress cognitive learning, do not teach"

human relations skills to any important extent, and do not pro-

vide adequate practical exercises in w.vhich the trainee can

practice what he has learned.

( * Intellectual knowledge of relevant data does not necesl-

sarily produce desired behavior; in -other words, this approach

does not markedly alter the trainee's motivation-, attitudes, and

values-.

But as he points out, ho really substantive evaluation has

been- made, so one really cannot say that these criticisms are

:Valid.

Interpersonal'behavior approach. This approach is rela-

tively new,, in that it involves stressing not the 'sual factualI data about a country and a sobiety but instead data about how-

* its people might- b6 expected to interact with Americans. The

approapr-hl- rctn -out of behavioral and social science research

on individual and group ftunctioning, and as a result it is
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characterized by a concern for the general pp_inciples and

specific conditions determining whether intercultural contacts

will involve cooperation or conflict,, and the data 'basic to

such programs are alsb. outgrowths of such research. The basic

process of training varies here from the conventional to the-

I innovative and mixtures of both, with present programs relying

heavily on lectures, printed materials, and discussions and

experimental programs using role-playing 'techniques in a

variety of ways.

Tw o .programs -are representative of this approach: -(l) the

"Troop-Community Relations" training- program carried out 1by the-

American Institutes of Research in Korea, Thailand, Turkey°, and

Italy; and (2) the Personal Response Project carried out in the

Marine corps under the direction of the Chaplains Planning Group.

(1) Troop-Communitv Relations program. Perhaps the- flavor

of this program can be got by means of King's statement of their

goals:

i. Develop positive attitudes toward host natioials.

2. Develop habits of dealing with each host national

as an individual rather than on a stereotyped level.

3. -Creat e awareness of the commonalfty and -fundamental

equality of ali men.

4. Foster more ethical interpersonal relationships

among American personnel and beotween Americans and

host nationals.

5. Increase intellectual awareness of factors
-

- affecting cross-cultural behavior.
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6. Prepare to withstand "culture shock".

7. Develop feelings of responsibility in each person

for the improvement of relationships with host

nationals.

8.. Foster social support within one's primary groups

for effective intercultural relationships.

Training methods include briefings,, presenting critical

incidents about U. S. - counterpart interpersonal fii-tionships,

d scussions, and. provision of opportunities for behavioral inter-

action between trainees and ,counterparts. Twenty one-hour dis-

cussi6ns make up the substantive portion ,of the program,_ covering,

such :topics &s host country culture, customs, language, and the

like, as well as such problems (to Americans) as ;anitation,

standard ,of living differences., theft, etc. The whole stated

purpose of the program is to develop- an- ,maintain, constructive

ahd mutually satis factory interactions Pbebn A.mnericans and

their couriterparts.

(2) Personal Response Proo'ct. This rather unique project 1 -.

is basically designed for the Marine Corps-- and specificaliy

f6r Vietnam, but it has been developed by a special unit -bf

Navy Chaplains, meibers of which have collected critical ihci-

dents in the :field, written all of -the supplementary materials,

designed ±he program, ahd at, ieast until recefitly, directed, it.
King reports their program goals as fbllows:

1. To anticipate and respond to the predisposition of

indigenous citizens to act consistently With o
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their- deeply engrained religious and c'itral

value systems.

2. To respect the motivcs of indigenous, citizens

as a manifestation of these value systems.

3. To identify the expression of these motives a-d

values in eai"- behavior.

4. To act with understanding and responsible concern

in relationships wi~th 'hdigenous citizens.

5. To kcognize that the lies, values, relation-

ships and ,actions of indigenous citlzens are of

equal importance tO those of all ih'uman beings..

'i'he ,content of this program is to an importafit extent based,

on critical incident materials. Trainihg involves four phases: "
- (1) culture analysis, in which trainees learn the crucial social,

economic, political and religious factors back of national

beha'iior traits; (2) extended problem. solving, in which trainers

attempt to- project trainees, into heterocultural problem Situa-

tions, by various means (but until now chiefly by means -of

*. discussions); (3) intensive attitude modification, in which

empathic attitudes and opinions replace ethnocentric attitudes;

and (4) learni-ng reinforcement, in which techniques are used to

reinforce the newiy learnfed attitues.

i . People involved in both of the above programs have informally

reported considerable zSuccess in changing attitudes, but there

are no published data to support this. Nor are there ptblished,

data, I must admit, to support my general evaluation of th'e

-8-
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present -status of military trainihg_ for cross-cultural inter-
action, which is that it varies frr non-existent to not very

good. The, "not very good" is based onw° observations that

have -occurred to others before me: (ii t hei. is - real question

that such goals as "chahge-people's attitud, " cezn be achieved

by the kindof traini.ig technol6gy presently used'' and (2) there

is ohly anecdotal evidence to support the requirements -for such

training, and it seems clear thait .q training- program can be

'termed "good" that is not directed toward some specific need.

Militry-Sponsored Research in Ci-oss-Cultural Interad-Lion Training

The -bdlk ;of' the research feported in recent years has had,

spedifically to ,do with training cohtent and technology, At the

risk of over-generalizing and-offending someone whose concept I

( have included in one of the following categories, i would list

two major concepts: (l)- simulation-, -either of role or culture,

and (2) sensitivity training. 'To these, perhaps somewhat in-

appropriately, I will add a discussion of my owh suggestion that

cross-cultural training, whatever concepts and techniques are

used can ,only have real meaning when it is carried, out in the

,context of the job one is going, abroad to perform.

(1a) Simulation, of role. The idea of roIe-playing is to

s§Imulate factual interpersonal behavior in, cPnditions which demon-

stratd to -the trainee-involved ,how non-Americafiirmight typically

behave (in very un-American fashion:)- and how he himself reacts

to such unanticipated responses. The idea is sound,, in the sens-

that the training focug is 'put 'on interpersonal encounters and on

r * - -- - - I
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-actual behavior rather than tognitivc learning. (If actual
Si

behavibr is changed, there is thn a considerably higher

probability that attitudes will be m6dified than if the learning -

process is entirely cognitive.) 'T.o thoroghly-reported expert,-

rnents with. role-,,playing are HumRRO's (Huifiah Reisources 'Research

Organizatio) "contiast 7American" 6 in which te -tr, hii a

learned to respond in unstructured interpersonal situat ons i.ith

_tt ;inees in a fashion that. is, antithetical to modal American.

beh ,':.(ir; and the Air Force's ielf-confrontation" program, in

which the trai-nee is shown a video-tape of a- cross-cultural

encounter he has hid. 7 ,

(Ib) Simulation of culture. The idea here 'is of course

to involve the trainee in making decisions (about ckoss-6ultural i

situations) and either reinforcing correct decisions or correcting

incorrect decisions. The culture assimilator, developed by I
Stolukow and Fiedler, is based on critical incidents: each 4
incident is described to the trainee, who selects one of four -

responses, etc. A related- aspect of th.is program has been the .
work done -by Harry TJiandis 9 and others in developing a theory of

"subjective culture-! -- i.e., the characteristic ways in which

a cultural group perceives ,and responds to its social envirOni-

ment. - '

4(2) Sensitivity training. While I'm not aware of any

military-supported research involving the use -of' T-groups for

cross-cultural interaction training, its .possible application

has been reported by HumRRO scientistsI0 and I assume that its

1010
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use has certainly been '-onsidered by HumRRO. The key idea,

-which you are, all well aware of, -is to increase the trainee's

awareness of the importance and characteristics of interpersonal -

processe.

(3) The sicnilicance of "job". My own research with Mriiie

Corps problems of cross-cultural interaction in its pacification

program in Vietnam led me to believe that rank and file Marines

woul , neither perceive-the significance of nor apply the "rules"
&f proper interpersonal behavior with Vietnamese counterparts

unless the behavior lwasearned as a part of job training. Our

systems analysis of the process caneid counterinsu ency support

pbinted" ioward the relationship ,betweefi perceiving a job and-

s-ccessfully performing that job. It also pointed toward special-

* ization: not every Marine can perform every Marine job. It seemed- 

- to .us, therefore,, that if a Marine job required specific inter-

personal skills the training should include trainin in those

skills as part-of learning how to do the job. The interpersonal

skills components of differentMarine jobs differ both in amount

"and kind. Many -Marines, have almost no contadt -at, all -with Viet- ,

namese, while others have jobs which re4uire rather special

interpetsonal skills. T.k attempt to train all Marines to empa-

thize with foreigners, and behave accordingly, is as unrealistic

* as it is meaningless to the trainees.

Some Suggeions for Needed Research

It seems per-.fctly appar&nt to -me that the need for cross-

cdtural int-eiactioh training is aargely assumed or only rather

-(j
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generally observed, that -training is aimed at Very broad goals

asso,-ated with "improved" interpersonal 'behaviOr ilm general,
Innand that research is concerned .to a remaOkable extent with

I training tdchnology.
I feel that it is possible -to ratiOfili:ze such trainihg)

-only in the most general terms. A great deal has -been written

about the frustration, exas§erition, anhoyancg,, and bewilder-

..ment of Americaihs wra they a ' Eirst xpos ed to. a different.

culture-. Inferences are dr-awn concerning, the incidend---f

"failure" and trauma,, and about the role- and job-dc.e athg U
impact .of single incidents of "bad behavior". There it, little,

-substantive information to support such- iiferences. Pailiure

and anxiety 'are- difficult to define. 'And the evidence is thaz

single incidents have 1little effect on stereo-y-5s, because

people do not tend to compare their expetii"ce-s wlith one

individual to their stereotype of the gr4oiit he belongs to.

Common sense suggests that very few- inth4 iational missions

-depend-for their success or failure o .ithe behavi6_ -of one

pers§on.

-There are problems of adjustment, Of bourse. When one j
moves into an exotic environment there cn bei for a time, an

almost complete preoccupatioh with the minutiae of daily be-

havior. But this experience creates e>citement as Well as

frustration, joy as well as angeri enlightenment -as well as-

bewilderment. it is the kind of change many Americans delib-

erately seek for their vacations and many others ca3efully

avoid.
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The question raised here is not whether meicans who are

going abroad to live do -- or do not -- need training or .orien.-

tation pr9grams before they g6. The question rather is, what

are such. tr-aining programs attefipting to do? Unless one can

i dentifyspecific "'Aericans-abroad" problems which training .

will help solve or mitigate, or unless one can identify specific

goals and ,objeCtives which training will :help attain, the train,

ing requirement w.ill be difficult to justify and the nature of N
training progkams Ziificult to formulatd, let alone evalviatbe.

This i.. ;not o aigue that -such problems and goals, ,do fiot

exist. But if they do, there is little but anecdotal evidence

to point to their existence. A survey -of the .iterAture* on

training programs for -those who are about te live a-bt6ad 4sveals,

A two features 'common to xmost of' them: :(,'1) there is, 'a hea-vy ;emt-

-phasis on description of the other cilture, and (2) there -is a

growing -emphasis ,don learning, the othek language. Now, there is

certainly nothing wrong, with 'such training. But itt would be

interesting to know how, and how. much, information about the other

culture contributes to the individual's success' or failure, adjust- ,

ment or lack of adjustment; and it Would be equally interesting

to know what percentage of Americans who learn, another language

actually use that language when they ,go abroad.

A survey of research* in, cross-cultural interaction train"n'.

reveals a preoccupation with, method rather than width system--

that is to. say, with techfiiques -rather than with olpjedtivpes.. This

* Including all kinds of non-military traiiiing and resear'ch ,.
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emphasizes the fact that the specific nature of the need is

vague'. the general purpose ,of most new techniques is to help

the American empathize with his counterpait, or comUicate

•IWith mote effectiveAess in his interpersonal relationshIps.

(Whether it is possible to change adult inteipers6nal behavior

in general is a moot point. It is evert. difficult at times to

I change some siecific aspect of such behavior associated withHthe learning df ca discrete task.,)
Perhaps th, argument can be summarized In., this way. I-f

the -point of pr",edepartu:ce training is to change-basic person-
ality 4atterns of Arqericarns going abroad,. then there is little

ques io -th ai the oUtcomfe-will -be disappointing. ,If the point

Js -iply oedtto eo povide additional information in

-the hope thit it- Will be of use -- then evaluation is- impossi-

ble. But if the point is tO prevent Job, failure 'and. imprUVe-

job performance,. tber, .ost programs- are not dezigned tO
accomplish- this and prgumably are :not ,acc .i,hin it.

I believe that most Americans inrvblved& in sudh training

,believe thiat the excuse for its existence is spgcifically to

improve jpo' performnande, Eve. tl, training pr6vidad dependents

,would be more cogent if put in the context of their major

activities ---such as running a household, or-going to ,school.

If .such is the case, then some effort should be made to- deter-

rffine the impact of cu-iture differences on job performance...

This very specific kind of research orientation -should tell us

not only whether problems of cross-cultural interaction do inih

fact degrade performance of a necessary ('and possibly measurable)

-14-



'activity, but also, if they do-, what kinds of problems are re-

lated to what kinds of jobs, Training then would have .not only

some job-specific content, but it would also have some defihite -• 6

objectives, and the results of trainiiig could' be evaluated. I

15
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